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Abstract—Most contemporary security mechanisms and pro-
tocols include exchange of random or time-variant nonces as an
essential means of protection against replay and other threats or
as a seed for randomness. In many cases, it would be beneficial
to have such nonces available from a trusted common source,
such as a satellite. The goal of this paper is to present a protocol
by which a loosely connected network of devices can agree on a
common piece of randomness, and show how it can be applied
to improve efficiency of a privacy protection system and group
session key exchange for PAN/LAN devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many security mechanisms and protocols can benefit from a
time-dependent beacon (nonce) from a trusted common source,
e.g., a satellite. In particular, it can be used as a freshness
guarantee for communication protocols, but also for other
applications that need randomisation. However, the existence
of such omnipresent beacons cannot be set as a requirement
in typical networking standards.

In this paper our particular concern is the privacy solution of
the Ultra Low Power Bluetooth (aka Wibree) radio system for
PAN/LAN networking [1], where public anonymous addresses
are computed from the true identity and a randomiser using a
cryptographic function. Given a public address a device must
search through all identities known to it to find if the public
address belongs to a device known to it. If all devices would
use the same randomiser to compute their public addresses,
parsing the list of known devices once would be sufficient.
Hence the privacy solution for the Wibree radio would greatly
benefit from the existence of a common trusted beacon.

In the lack of a common beacon an alternative approach
to solve the problem would be that the devices agree on a
common nonce among themselves. The main contribution of
this paper is a protocol by which a loosely connected network
of devices can agree on a common piece of information, which
satisfies the security requirements for the particular application
of Wibree address privacy. We investigate in the light of
small simulations three different variations of the protocol.
Our preliminary results presented in this paper are promising.
We conclude that such protocols can be useful not only for
improving the efficiency of the Wibree privacy solution but
also for deploying other security and privacy applications in
PAN/LAN and ad-hoc networking that rely on beacons.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section II,
we examine earlier solutions in the domain of location privacy,

i.e., solutions to the specific problem that static PAN/LAN link
addresses of mobile devices like laptops and mobile phones
can be used for tracking their location, and present the Wibree
privacy system in Section III. The beacon solution is presented
in Section IV and the algorithm is given in Section V. The
security is analysed in Section VI. Finally, simulations are
presented in Section VII.

II. RANDOM BEACON, MOTIVATION AND EARLIER WORK

In cryptology, the common reference string model, where
all parties have access to a common string taken from a
predetermined distribution, has been found useful for con-
structing and proving security of cryptographic protocols, see
e.g. [2] and [3]. To be practical, such protocols require a secure
implementation of common reference string. The purpose of
this paper is to present a practical solution using which a set
of wireless devices can establish among themselves a common
string taken from uniform distribution.

In the lack of common trusted random source, security
tasks typically employ cryptographic protocols which include
a number of random nonces generated by the users which are,
one by one in a well defined order, taken as input to the steps
of the protocol. We will discuss two examples of common
security tasks in wireless networks that could be significantly
simplified if the devices have access to a random beacon.

In short, the idea is that active devices in a local network
transmit random seeds that are taken as input to a joint random
beacon generation algorithm.

The algorithm has the following security properties:
1) The device’s own contribution is used as input to the

computation of the beacon.
2) No device can force the beacon to take on a given value.
3) The beacon value is distributed at least as close to

uniform distribution as the seeds it is composed of.
These security properties are sufficient to counter the threats

against which individually generated random nonces are used
traditionally in the applications that will be discussed in this
paper.

The collaborative beacon formation system will necessarily
cause an increase in (initial) network traffic, and consequently
in device energy consumption. Also, many PAN radio chipsets
cannot receive and send simultaneously, so the algorithm can-
not reasonably expect a high degree of error-free advertisment
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throughput. In short, an ideal beacon formation algorithm
should from a computation and networking perspective also

1) provide the same beacon value (or a beacon value from
a small set of simultaneous beacon values) in every node
as quickly as possible;

2) minimise the transmission need; and
3) be robust in the presence of heterogenous, close-to-

disjunct network topologies, and in the presence of
network volatility.

The problem of efficiently distributing the seed information
among nodes is closely related to the issue of distributing
routing information efficiently in ad-hoc networks. Although
de-facto solutions for routing in ad-hoc networks rely on
reactive routing (not suitable for the problem at hand), there
is a wealth of research towards pro-active routing for ad-hoc
and sensor networks, examples include e.g. [4] and [5].

To run the algorithm, each device will need an additional
memory which can be kept small using Bloom filters. Data
aggregation using Bloom filters is a known property, and
has been proposed e.g. for efficient sensor authentication in
information flooding applications [6].

Location privacy has previously been provided by ran-
domised link addresses that are established in an explicit
authentication protocol. In a WLAN context, an authenti-
cated session is typically set-up based on randomised MAC
addresses, see [7] and [8]. In Bluetooth, a design where
advertised addresses are short-lived and identities are revealed
only during pairing has been proposed in [9] and [10]. Also
GSM and 3G networks provide temporary identifiers (TMSIs)
to protect users against omnipresent tracking. This approach
works for networks where the function of the access point has
no privacy constraint. It is, however, of limited use in PANs,
where the finding of the intended peer device or service using
a private address would then imply establishing a connection
to all reachable devices to resolve their respective identities.

To provide location privacy for all PAN devices the Wibree
radio system has developed a different approach described in
[11]. Each device holds an identity root key which is given to
peer devices at pairing. A random address of the device then
consists of two parts, a random number r and a tag Ek(r)
of the random number r computed using a pseudo-random
function Ek determined by a key k specific to the device.

Suppose a device D knows private keys k1, k2, . . .. If it sees
an address (s, t) and wants to find out if this belongs to one of
the devices A1, A2, . . ., it must calculate Ek1(s), Ek2 (s), . . .
and check if one of these matches t. If it sees another address
(s′, t′), it must do all this over again.

Suppose next that all the devices in the area would use
the same value of s. Now the device A can calculate
Ek1(s), Ek2 (s), . . . in advance, just once and store them.
When it sees an address (s, t), it can check if there is a match
with any of the precalculated values. This will speed up the
process considerably.

A second application that might benefit of using random
beacons is group session key generation. The formation of a
group is typically done in the application layer and a group

master key is established at the group set-up phase. In IEEE
802.11 WLAN networks as in similar MAC-layer standards
group session keys are still specific to transmitters and are
established by running the pair-wise four-way handshake.
It means that each transmitter device has to run the four-
way handshake with all the recipients. With a joint random
beacon the group session key can be established without any
handshake procedures at all – each device just computes fk(s),
where fk is a key derivation function with group master key
k and s is the beacon.

III. WIBREE - A REFERENCE

We shortly present the Wibree radio, an example of a
technology where the concept of private addresses is being
introduced. Wibree devices use different addresses for con-
nection establishment and ongoing sessions. Devices advertise
their presence and are respectively discovered based on 48-bit
addresses that may be either static, device-specific global ad-
dresses or private addresses. When a connection is established,
the communicating devices switch to use shorter, 32-bit tempo-
rary addresses, which do not change during a connection. The
privacy concept only targets the 48-bit discovery addresses.

To minimise host code size and support slow host proces-
sors, privacy functions as well as key management operations
use an AES hardware block whenever possible - for encryp-
tion, key diversification and for cryptographic authenticators.

The keying in Wibree is based on two disjoint key hierar-
chies, one for confidentiality and one for privacy protection. In
session key establishment for a protected connection as well as
for privacy features, only the long-term key sets of the target
device will be used.

The privacy system is outlined in [11] and supports pri-
vacy functions for both the connecting party (initiator) and
advertisers. However, only advertising devices (targets) need to
manage their private addresses in a timely fashion. Typically,
a device changes its private address at boot, after every
connection, and periodically, say every 15 minutes if it is
continuously advertising.

The 128-bit identity root kA forming the basis of the address
construction is released as part of a pairing process to peers
that need to connect to the device. A device may choose to
advertise with one of several possible identities - several at a
time if the link layer hardware supports connection attempts
to one of several identities. A private address is addrpriv =
(rand0...23, EkA(rand0...23)), where EkA is based on the AES
encryption algorithm.

The concept described above is easy to implement, but has
some obvious drawbacks. In cases where a device looks for
a specific other device, the identification amounts to a linear
search against all seen addresses, with one AES operation done
for every address resolving operation. This is not too different
from the case where a fixed address is recognised from a list of
addresses returned as a result from a scan - the AES hardware
is estimated to calculate a block in less than a millisecond
so no significant delay should occur. However, for situations
where any recognisable device from “the address book” of
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size m is looked for from the set of reachable devices n, the
matching problem increases in difficulty to the order of m×n
- for larger sets inefficient both in terms of search times and
energy consumption.

IV. BEACON FRAMEWORK

In this section, we define a framework for beacon generation
which can be used to describe the several alternative mech-
anisms that are discussed in further sections. We assume the
participating nodes to be part of the same (local) networking
environment, but where not all devices are directly connected
to all other devices.

We define a beacon contribution of a device A to be of
the form (r, L, B), where r is a random seed selected by A,
L = (r1, . . . , rl) is a list of some seeds of other devices, B
is a set containing all random seeds A has seen. Initially, the
list L is empty and the set B contains just r.

Suppose that at some given instance A has received contri-
butions (ri, Li, Bi), i = 1, . . . , m. It will select a maximum
l of the random seeds r1, . . . , rm (or all of them, if m < l)
and construct the list L of those. Note that the values in other
lists Li are not included. In the set B it will add all the values
r1, . . . , rm and all those in the lists Li. The values that were
in B before will also remain there. This way the set B will be
an aggregate of all the random seeds A has seen either directly
or in the lists Li, including its own r, but not including those
only in the sets Bi. The list L can change totally each turn,
the set B only grows.

The purpose of the L-lists is to speed up the diffusion of
the random seeds and remedy problems related to network
topology and incomplete message diffusion. It is possible to
set l = 0, i.e. make the lists empty. The simplest way to
select the elements of L is to pick them among the received
seeds uniformly at random. A more intelligent approach is to
give preference to those random contributions that seem to be
missing from many B-sets of other devices.

A. Beacon construction alternatives

We present three natural methods for aggregation of sets
to generate a source value S presented as a bit string that
collects all the entropy from the B-sets available to the node.
Then the common random beacon value s is computed as a
hash function of S.

Suppose a device has heard the sets B1, . . . , Bk on some
turn and its own set is B and random contribution r.

1) S = B. This is the simplest strategy.
2) S = (B∩B1∩ . . .∩Bk)∪{r}. The device must include

its own r to make sure it has an effect and to make sure
that the set S is not empty. This intersection strategy
attempts to use only those random contributions that are
known to sufficiently many devices.

3) S = B ∪B1 ∪ . . .∪Bk. This union strategy attempts to
use as many random contributions as possible.

Suppose no devices enter or leave the network and every
device has some possibility to see every other device. At some
point, which does not depend on the above strategies, all the

devices have heard all random contributions and their sets S
will be all the same. However, the union strategy can possibly
reach common S before this. The strategy S = B with l = 0
is the most primitive way to form the seed: a device simply
uses the random numbers of those devices it has seen.

The impact of the different beacon construction alternatives
is easily visible in the simulations in Section VII.

B. Contribution aging

If the network is highly volatile (devices enter and leave)
the sets B quickly increase in size. Some mechanism to forget
old seeds must exist.

If the devices have enough memory, they can store every
random contribution they have seen along with the time it was
last seen. If some r has not been seen within certain time, it
will be removed. A more space-efficient way is for the node
to clear its B every now and then (and re-enter its own r).
This clearing can either be time-depedent or be triggered by
the sizes of the S or B - sets. The parameter selection is an
optimisation issue, since on one hand the clearing operation
will cause some disturbance in the beacon generation, but
infrequent clearing may lead to devices having diverging B-
sets for extended periods of time. Also, to provide sufficient
entropy for the beacon, the B-sets must be cleared before they
become too full.

To illustrate the problem, suppose that there are 11
devices currently in the network, arriving at time units
0, 40, 80, . . . , 400. Also assume that 10 devices arrived at time
moment 0 and left at time moments 20, 60, 100, . . . , 380, and
no B-set is cleared. If every device was able to gather all
the random seeds in the network in no less than 20 time
units, then all the B-sets are consistently different, and if the
strategy S = B is used, so are the seeds. With union strategy
the seed of a device is determined by the oldest device it
sees on a certain turn; with intersection strategy it is similarly
determined by the newest device. In either case, without aging
the situation in this example does not improve over time.

An improvement needing a little extra memory is to have
secondary set C that is like B. A device will gather all the
random contributions in C just like in B. When it should clear
B, it will instead set B = C and then clear C (and add r). This
clearing should occur at certain time intervals. This “sliding
window” approach will guarantee that old random seeds will
disappear while retaining some memory at the clearing phase.
We have used this optimisation in our simulations.

Due to aging of addresses, a device must not add elements of
other L-lists into its own, or simply set B = B∪B1∪. . .∪Bk.
In either one of these cases, random contributions may remain
in the network after devices leave, even if the abovementioned
aging mechanisms are used.

C. Implementing Set B

We propose to implement the set B as a Bloom filter
because of the resulting memory efficiency. By estimating
an upper bound to the number of devices of the network,
the storage requirement can be kept constant. The cost is a
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small probability of false positives, due to the fact that the
same Bloom filter that represents B may represent another
set, which contains B as a strict subset.

A basic Bloom filter construction employs k different hash
functions, each of which maps an element of the set to an
�-bit hash code, and a memory array of size m = 2�. To add
an element, one computes the values of each of the k hash
functions to get k array positions. Then one sets the bits in all
these positions to 1.

Bloom filter is suitable for aggregating data since it is
independent of the order and the number of times each seed is
added to it. Intersection of two sets is represented by a Bloom
filter that is constructed as a bitwise and of the Bloom filters
of the two sets. Similarly, Bloom filter for a union of two sets
is a bitwise or of the two Bloom filters.

A false positive is an element, which has not been added to
the Bloom filter, but all bits in the k positions determined by
this element are equal to 1. If the number of elements to be
added is n, then the value of k that minimises the probability
of false positives is k = m

n ln 2, which gives the probability
0.6185

m
n of false positives. For example, if � = 10 and n = 50

then k = 14, then the random seeds are hashed to 140-bit
values. With these parameters the probability of false positives
is about 0.00006. The probability of false positives caused by
colliding values of the 140-bit hash function is negligble and
has been ingnored in this example

The selection of the hash-function and parameter lengths for
a particular application depend on the security requirements
and the communication model.

V. DEVICE ALGORITHM

We summarise the algorithm discussion by presenting a
“pseudocode” for a program implementing the beacon gen-
eration in a node A where sets B and C are implemented
as Bloom filters. We assume that the current state is defined
by the node having received n contributions (ri, Li, Bi),
i = 1, . . . , n, and that we periodically repeat the following
algorithm:

1) Set S = B
2) For all new received contributions i = 1, . . . , n

a) Add each ri to B and C.
b) Add all elements of lists Li to B and C.
c) Update S with data from Bi based on the update

strategy
d) i = i + 1

3) Select some ri1 , . . . , ril
and set L← (ri1 , . . . , ril

). This
is only a speed-up for diffusion, and the r values may be
from advertisments collected during this round, or even
come from a cache of older values.

4) If enough time has passed since the last clearing, or if
the Hamming weight of B has reached a pre-defined
threshold H(B) > T , then set B ← C and C ← {r}.

5) Calculate s from S.
6) Advertise (r, L, B) on the next round.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In the intended application for Wibree location privacy, the
following threats against anonymity can be identified:

• Total break: Adversary learns the identity root key.
• Address Tracking: Adversary can relate two anonymous

addresses generated using the same identity root key.
• Contribution Tracking: Adversary can track a device

based on the random numbers the device is transmitting.
• Privacy impersonation: Adversary can replay earlier seen

address advertisements, and induce a connection attempt
from a device with the knowledge of the corresponding
identity root key.

We want to analyse whether any of these threats become
stronger and more feasible for the attacker with the use of joint
random beacon. For the Wibree location privacy system we
thus assume that the devices would not use the random seed r
directly in their private address generation (r, Ek(r)). Instead
all devices would broadcast their respective seeds and, at the
same time, combine all received random seeds r1, r2, . . . , rm

to a joint random beacon s, and only then compute the private
address as (s, Ek(s)) using the identity root keys.

Note that we do not assume that the random numbers are
authenticated or identified to belong to devices of a predefined
group. In this sense, the device is harvesting randomness from
the environment rather than generating it locally. Tracking of a
device based on the private address without knowledge of the
identity root key is possible only if an adversary can force the
device to use a previously used beacon value. The adversary
can use two strategies to achieve this.

First it can try to fill the Bloom filter, so that its entropy
becomes very small and the beacon has only very few possible
values. This attack is prevented by setting an upperbound to
the Hamming weight of the Bloom filter. A suitable upper-
bound is some number between 1

2m and 3
4m, where m is the

length of the Bloom filter, as the expected Hamming weight
of the Bloom filter filled with n elements is 1

2m.
The second approach is to try to make the Bloom filter S

equal to some previously used S. This attack approach is very
unlikely to succeed, if the device coming to a new location
has contributed to the beacon with a fresh seed value. The
probability that a fresh value belongs to a previous Bloom
filter is equal to the probability of false positives.

The joint randomness scenario may also have some effect
on the third threat. In case of a loosely connected network,
devices may be required to repeat their contributions to the
beacon. Therefore, a device must update its seed regularly,
and always when it changes location. The fourth threat present
in the basic Wibree privacy solution can be eliminated if the
connecting party and the advertising party share the same value
of the beacon they both contributed to.

In the application of group session key establishment the
ultimate threat is that some group members are forced to a
previously used session key. Similarly as above, the success
probability is made small by setting an upperbound to the
Hamming weight of the Bloom filter S and if the group
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Fig. 1. Number of different beacons as a function of the number of
advertisements with two list sizes l= 0 and 3.

members transmit fresh seeds before the new session.
The network may contain some low-end devices for which

falling back to a previously used session key does not pose a
threat of practical importance. These devices do not need to
contribute to the beacon in a heterogeneous group. They can
participate in group session key exchange just by listening to
the beacon and without transmitting anything by itself.

In session key generation, the uniqueness of the computed
random value for all devices belonging to the same network
is of utmost importance. However, in the location privacy
application achieving a unique beacon value within a network
is not absolutely necessary. A small set of parallel beacon
values, e.g. over time, speeds up connectivity, as only new
devices need wait for a beacon to be formed with their own
contribution included. Computational savings are achieved as
soon as the number of different beacon values is reduced from
the case where every device is using its own. Then a local
address list (may also be implemented as a Bloom filter) can
be used to match against many private addresses in parallel,
given that the beacon is the same, or from a small set.

VII. SIMULATIONS

We have made network simulations intending to illustrate
the performance of the algorithm in an ad-hoc network en-
vironment. The seeds for the L-lists are picked randomly, p
defines the probability that device X hears device Y within
the discrete time interval. Every device broadcasts its adver-
tisement once during the interval. In all graphs the strategy
S = B is represented by a dashed line, the intersection strategy
by a dotted line and the union strategy by a solid line.

The graphs show the number of unique S values after each
time interval (as experienced by the participating nodes) as
well as the probability that two randomly selected devices
have different seeds. All graphs are aggregates (means) of four
simulation runs.

The first figures, Fig. 1 and 2, show the initial beacon
convergence with 20 devices in the network, no change in
participants and p = 0.2. The black lines use list size l = 3
and the gray lines use list size l = 0. The figures illustrate the
effect of the L-lists, and the superiority of the union strategy.

The next scenario shows the dynamic behaviour of the
beacon generation as devices enter and leave the network. We

Fig. 2. Probability of two devices having different beacons (percent)as a
function of the number of advertisements with two list sizes l= 0 and 3.

Fig. 3. Number of different beacons as a function of the number of
advertisements in a volatile network.

have initially 10 devices, p = 0.3, l = 3 and devices clear
their B-sets every 20 time intervals. One, three, five and one
device(s) enter at time moments 20, 40, 60 and 80 respectively,
and one, three, five and one randomly selected device leave at
time moments 90, 130, 170 and 210. As indicated by figures 3
and 4, the variation causes disturbances with only little delay.
The random seed of a disappearing device is cleared from the
collective C-sets after 0 to 20 rounds and from the B-sets
after 20 to 40 rounds. During this time the devices will move
gradually from the old seed to a new one.

The last simulation illustrates colliding networks. Here p =
0.2, l = 3 and B-sets are cleared every 20 turns. At first the
network has 10 devices. At time moment 40 a network of 10
devices (with an already established, common beacon of its

Fig. 4. Probability of two devices having different beacons (percent) as a
function of the number of advertisements in a volatile network.
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Fig. 5. Number of different beacons as a function of the number of
advertisements for colliding networks.

Fig. 6. Probability of two devices having different beacons (percent) as a
function of the number of advertisements for colliding networks.

own) enters the first network. Similarly, at time moments 80
and 120 two other networks of 5 and 10 devices enter. At time
moment 160 ten randomly selected devices leave. See figures
5 and 6. Here the union strategy works well.

We have also made preliminary simulations of beacon
formation in a network where the advertisement probability
is linearly dependent on the distance between two devices.
The results are similar to the results reported above.

VIII. APPLICABILITY

We took the the Wibree radio as an example deployment
for the ideas presented above, since it includes a privacy
addressing scheme, which can take advantage of a shared
nonce, and a broadcast payload option, which can be used to
transport beacon formation data. For a sensor radio, cost in all
forms, i.e., transmission, storage and computation should be
minimised. We note that the algorithm deployment in a single
device as described in section V is short, and relies on no
complex cryptographic primitives. The memory requirements
needed for the beacon generation is defined by the Bloom
filters B and C as well as s, S and r. With the example
parameter sizes given in Subsection IV-C the total memory
requirement is about 300 bytes. Algorithm steps 2a) and 2c)
can be done as advertisements are received, thus no persistent
memory is needed to store beacon information (other than the
actual private address) from received advertisements.

As the Wibree radio can advertise at intervals as short
as 5ms, i.e. the simulations indicate that up to 20 devices

can agree on a common s in less than 30 ms. Our simu-
lations assume only 20% (p = 0.2) advertisment reception
success rate to account for each device possibly needing to
alternate between sending and receiving modes during beacon
formation. We also showed that the system was stable in
volatile networks. As the algorithm steps 2 and 3 can be
done as broadcasts are received, the total added memory
requirement of the mechanism e.g. with parameters as in
subsection IV-C is about 300 bytes. Overall we believe that
the results indicate the viability of the system, and even allow
for some parameter adjustment to reduce energy consumption
at the cost of performance.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

In this paper we have shown that it is feasible to construct
shared random nonces in an efficient manner over an ad-
hoc radio by device contribution alone. Further work includes
simulations with more realistic network models, and strategies,
as well as security models for formation of common random
string in larger networks and for other security applications.
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